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Abstract: Speed feedback is indispensable not only for closed-loop controlled induction motors (IM)
but also for the state monitoring systems of open-loop controlled IMs. Replacing speed sensors
with speed estimations has many advantages including, e.g., hardware complexity reduction, sensor
cabling elimination, and reduction of IM drive costs. From the various methods for IM speed
estimation proposed in the literature, the model reference adaptive system (MRAS)-based speed
estimator stands out because of its straightforward synthesis technique and lower computational
complexity. On the other hand, this estimator is inherently sensitive to mismatching of IM equivalent
circuit parameters. During transients, when the slip frequency cannot be temporarily controlled
over the assumed operating point, rotor impedance varies with the slip frequency changes. This
phenomenon is even more significant for open-loop controlled high-slip IMs (NEMA design D
IMs), which operate under the cycling load like in, e.g., oil well pumps. The rate and the range
of rotor impedance variability are related to the rate and the range of the slip frequency changes.
Therefore, a speed estimator capable of modelling the slip frequency dependent variability of the rotor
impedance may be required, particularly for the state monitoring systems of open-loop controlled
IMs. This paper presents an MRAS-based speed estimator developed on the IM space vector model
with the rotor impedance variability modelled by the parallel connected branches of the series rotor
equivalent resistance and leakage inductance. The experimental test results confirm the precise speed
estimation of the tested IMs achieved by the devised MRAS-based speed estimator in the considered
slip frequency range and indicate its potential industrial application.

Keywords: induction motors; speed estimation; MRAS; equivalent circuit; deep-bar effect

1. Introduction

Variable frequency induction motor (IM) drives are widely employed in many in-
dustrial applications because of their wide-range speed control, overall reliability, and
mechanical robustness. Speed-sensorless control or speed-sensorless state monitoring sys-
tems are attractive technologies due to their advantages over drives equipped with a speed
sensor, such as reduced hardware complexity and lower cost, reduced size of the drive
machine, elimination of the sensor cable, and better noise immunity [1,2]. Speed-sensorless
control or speed-sensorless state monitoring systems additionally grow in importance with
regard to motors operated in hostile environments. Moreover, speed estimation ensures
that IM drives equipped with a speed sensor can continue to operate in the case of its
failure. All of these factors contributed to the significant advancement of the state of the art
in developing speed estimation methods for IM drives.

Various speed estimation methods for closed-loop controlled IMs have been proposed
in the literature [1–3]. A lot of attention has been devoted to methods developed based on
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IM space vector models. With these methods, the IM speed is obtained through estimators
relying on the adaptive control with reference model technique [4–9], adaptive state ob-
servers [10–12], sliding-mode state observers [13,14], or from extended state observers or
Kalman filters where the IM speed is considered as an additional state variable [15–20]. The
model-based methods are capable of accurately tracking IM speed across a wide range, how-
ever there are some limitations to their performance in low and zero speed regions [1–3,5–9].
Additionally, these methods are inherently more or less sensitive to variability of the IM
equivalent circuit parameters, in particular, the stator and rotor resistances [1,2,21–25].

In parallel to the model-based methods, much work has been invested into the de-
velopment of methods utilizing motor saliency for IM speed estimation. These methods
retrieve information on IM speed from rotor slot or air-gap eccentricity spectral components
inherently included in stator currents or voltage source inverter supply currents [26–28].
Alternatively, the specified high-frequency carrier voltage signals are injected along with
the IM supply voltages, which are modulated by the actual spatial orientations of motor
saliencies. This provides the carrier frequency components in stator currents, which are
subsequently extracted, demodulated, and processed to estimate the required information
(i.e., the IM speed or the rotor flux angular position) [29–33]. The motor saliency-based
methods enable accurate IM speed estimation across the whole speed range when the signal
injection is employed. These methods are also less sensitive than model-based methods
or completely insensitive to variability of the IM equivalent circuit parameters. However,
the use of motor saliency-based methods is associated with some difficulties, such as the
low spectral separation between the useful signal and disturbances and the low signal to
noise ratio. Therefore, these methods employ computation-intensive signal processing
procedures. Moreover, some of these methods require a custom-designed rotor slot opening
to further enhance the motor saliencies [29].

The model reference adaptive system (MRAS) can be effectively adopted for IM speed
estimation [4]. The MRAS-based speed estimator is characterised by a straightforward syn-
thesis technique and less computational complexity in comparison to the aforementioned
IM speed estimation methods. With the MRAS-based speed estimator proposed in [4], the
IM speed estimate is tuned using the error signal, which is proportional to the angular
displacement between the two rotor flux space vectors obtained by the different flux es-
timators: voltage and current models. The voltage model is sensitive to stator resistance
thermal variability and the poor voltage signal to noise ratio that is measured in low and
zero speed regions when the stator resistance voltage drop becomes relevant compared
to the stator electromotive force. The current model performance, on the other hand, is
affected by rotor time constant variability.

During transients when the slip frequency cannot be temporarily controlled over the
assumed operating point, such as rapid torque disturbances or speed command changes,
rotor impedance varies with the slip frequency changes. This phenomenon is even more
significant for open-loop controlled high-slip IMs (NEMA design D IMs) which operate
under the cycling load, such as in the case of oil well pumps. The rate and the range of rotor
impedance variability are related to the rate and the range of the slip frequency changes.

Different modifications of the MRAS-based speed estimator for the closed-loop con-
trolled IM have been proposed in the literature, with the main attention being placed
on eliminating the drawbacks of the rotor flux voltage model, which lead to instability
problems in low and zero speed regions [5–9]. The impact of rotor impedance variability
on the performance of the MRAS-based speed estimator has attracted considerably less
attention [21,34,35], but is still the subject of studies and can be developed for use in, e.g.,
the speed-sensorless state monitoring systems for open-loop controlled IMs.

This paper presents a novel MRAS-based speed estimator that is capable of modelling
how slip frequency changes affect rotor impedance variability. The proposed speed esti-
mator was devised using the IM space vector model with the rotor impedance variability
being modelled by the parallel connected branches of the series rotor equivalent resistance
and leakage inductance. As a result, such an estimator enables speed estimations in an
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arbitrarily wide slip frequency range which is determined by the IM space vector model
so that the wider range of slip frequencies is of interest and the greater order of the rotor
equivalent circuit is required for accurate rotor impedance variability approximation. Thus,
the speed estimation is not restricted to the range around the rated slip frequency like it
is in the model-based methods presented in the literature so far. Therefore, this estimator
can be especially useful in the speed-sensorless state monitoring system for open-loop
controlled IMs, particularly the high-slip motors.

The synthesis technique for the novel MRAS-based speed estimator was carried out
simply by adopting the technique described in [4]. The investigations presented in the paper
are mainly focused on verifying the performance of the MRAS-based speed estimator under
the rotor impedance variability that occurs with slip frequency changes. The performance of
the proposed MRAS-based speed estimator was verified experimentally on the squirrel-cage
rotor (CR) and solid rotor (SR) IMs that have torque-speed characteristics corresponding to
the ANSI/NEMA MG 1-2021 design B and D IMs, respectively.

2. Rotor Flux Mathematical Models

The dynamic analysis and control of IMs are generally performed on their space vector
mathematical models. The literature presents IM space vector models where the rotor
impedance variability results from the skin effect that occurs in rotor bars (also called
the rotor deep-bar effect) and is modelled by different configurations of connections for
rotor equivalent resistances and leakage inductances, expressed typically in the I-, T-, Π-
or mirror Γ-networks, which are connected in cascade [36–39]. The choice of the two-
terminal-pair network type is a compromise between the possible modelling accuracy of
the rotor impedance variability and the computational complexity of the IM space vector
model [36]. The number N of the cascade-connected, two-terminal-pair networks is related
to the studied range of slip frequencies ω2 in such a way that the wider range of slip
frequencies is considered and a greater order of the rotor equivalent circuit is required for
close modelling of the rotor impedance variability.

The reasonable choice for an IM space vector model for designing the rotor flux
estimator intended for field-oriented control or speed estimation is the one with the least
computational complexity possible. The works [37,38] present studies on the IM space
vector model where the rotor impedance variability related to the skin effect was modelled
by the parallel connected branches consisting of the series rotor equivalent resistance and
leakage inductance. This mathematical model is less computationally complex compared
to the models with the T-, Π-, or mirror Γ-networks since it does not involve voltage
drops and currents of series impedances occurring between parallel admittances in the
rotor equivalent circuit. Nonetheless, it is capable of precisely approximating the rotor
impedance variability in the studied range of slip frequencies [37,38]. The stator, rotor, and
flux equations of this type of IM space vector model are expressed below by (1)–(5) in the
stator coordinate system (indicated by subscript “s”) and the corresponding equivalent
circuit is presented in Figure 1.

U1s = R1 I1s +
d
dt

Ψ1s (1)

0 = R2(n) I2(n)s +
d
dt

Ψ2(n)s − jωmΨ2(n)s (2)

Ψ1s = L1 I1s + Lm I2s (3)

Ψ2(n)s = Lm(I1s + I2s) + Lσ2(n) I2(n)s (4)

I2s =
N

∑
n=1

I2(n)s (5)

where: n = 1, 2, . . . , N, U1s, I1s, Ψ1s are the stator voltage, current, and flux, respectively;
I2(n)s and Ψ2(n)s, represent the rotor current and flux, respectively, related to the nth branch
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in the rotor equivalent circuit; I2s is the rotor current; R1 and L1 stand for the stator resistance
and inductance, respectively; L1 = Lσ1 + Lm, Lσ1 represents the stator leakage inductance;
Lm is the magnetizing inductance; R2(n) and Lσ2(n) denote the rotor resistance and leakage
inductance, respectively, related to the nth branch in the rotor equivalent circuit; and ωm
represents the electrical angular speed of the rotor, j2 = −1.
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Figure 1. The IM equivalent circuit with the rotor represented by the parallel connected branches
consisting of the series rotor equivalent resistance and leakage inductance.

Numerous works have been devoted to the development of IM space vector models
that include the rotor deep-bar effect, but, to the best of our knowledge, the application of
these types of models in an IM speed estimation scheme has not been the subject of any
studies so far. Only a few works have considered the use of such models in field-oriented
control algorithms [37,40], and these studies were the first to propose the airgap-flux and
pseudorotor-flux oriented controlled IMs, respectively. Up to now, ref. [41] was the only
study to present data regarding a rotor flux estimation scheme based on an IM space vector
model including the rotor deep-bar effect. The work [41] proposed the rotor flux voltage–
current model (6)–(8), which was elaborated on the IM space vector model described above
(1)–(5), presented below

Ψ
e(ui)
2s = Lσ2T

N

∑
n=1

Ψe
2(n)s

Lσ2(n)
(6)

T2(n)
d
dt

Ψe
2(n)s = Lm Ie

ms −Ψe
2(n)s + jT2(n)ωmΨe

2(n)s (7)

Ie
ms =

1
Lm

 t∫
0

(U1s − R1 I1s) dt− Lσ1 I1s

 (8)

1
Lσ2T

=
N

∑
n=1

1
Lσ2(n)

(9)

T2(n) =
Lσ2(n)

R2(n)
(10)

where: Lσ2T stands for the total rotor leakage inductance, T2(n) represents the time constant
of the nth branch in the rotor equivalent circuit, Ims is the magnetizing current, and the
superscript “e” denotes estimated variables.

The rotor flux voltage model can be described by the following equation

Ψ
e(u)
2s =

L2

Lm

 t∫
0

(U1s − R1 I1s) dt− σL1 I1s

 (11)

σ = 1− L2
m

L1L2
(12)
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where: L2 is the rotor inductance and L2 = Lm + Lσ2T, σ represents the inductive leakage factor.
When the rotor impedance is modelled by the single branch of the series rotor equiva-

lent resistance and leakage inductance (N = 1) in the IM space vector model, the rotor flux
voltage–current model (6)–(8) and voltage model (11) remain valid and correspond to the
commonly used IM T-type equivalent circuit. The rotor flux current model is then described
by the following formula

T2
d
dt

Ψ
e(i)
2s = Lm I1s −Ψ

e(i)
2s + jT2ωmΨ

e(i)
2s (13)

T2 =
Lσ2

R2
(14)

where: R2 and Lσ2 denote the rotor resistance and leakage inductance of the IM T-type
equivalent circuit, respectively.

3. MRAS-Based Speed Estimator

The MRAS-based speed estimator presented in [4] was devised on an IM space vector
model with the rotor impedance represented by the single branch of the series rotor
equivalent resistance and leakage inductance. It consists of the rotor flux voltage and
current models operating autonomously with each other. The rotor flux voltage model
(11) serves as the reference since it does not involve the IM speed. In contrast, the current
model (13) incorporates the IM speed and therefore plays the role of the adjustable model.
The rotor flux estimates are then fed into the input of the properly designed adaptation
mechanism that generates the IM speed estimate for the adjustable model. The IM MRAS-
based speed estimator described in [4] will be referred to as the MRAS(u-i) throughout
this paper.

The adjustable mechanism in [4] was designed by relying on the synthesis technique
for the MRAS structures, which is based on the concept of hyperstability [42]. This approach
assures that the MRAS state error equation is globally asymptotically stable.

The equality of the rotor flux estimates generated by both of the MRAS(u-i) models can
be achieved when the actual IM speed is used to drive the adjustable model (15). Then,
the state error equation between the rotor flux estimates obtained through the voltage
model and the current model driven by the IM speed estimate generated by the adaptation
mechanism can be expressed by (16)–(18)

Ψ
e(u)
2s = Ψ

e(i)
2s (ωm) (15)

d
dt

[
εα

εβ

]
=

[
− 1

T2
−ωm

ωm − 1
T2

][
εα

εβ

]
+

[
−Ψ

e(i)
2β (ωe

m)

Ψ
e(i)
2α (ωe

m)

]
(ωm −ωe

m) (16)

εα = Ψ
e(u)
2α −Ψ

e(i)
2α (ωe

m) (17)

εβ = Ψ
e(u)
2β −Ψ

e(i)
2β (ωe

m) (18)

where: Ψ2α and Ψ2β are the α and β components of the rotor flux space vector in the stator
coordinate system, respectively, and εα and εβ represent the errors between the rotor flux
components estimated by the reference and the adjustable models of the MRAS(u-i). The
following notations for the rotor flux estimates Ψ e

2s(ωm) and Ψ e
2s(ω

e
m) are used only for

the state error equations to distinguish whether the actual or estimated IM speed was
employed in the rotor flux model.

The adaptation mechanism adopted in [4] is expressed by the following equation:

ωe
m = Φ2

(
εα, εβ

)
+

t∫
0

Φ1
(
εα, εβ

)
dt (19)
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The functions Φ1(εα,εβ) and Φ2(εα,εβ) were determined by solving Popov’s inequality
(20) and took the forms described by Equations (21) and (22) [4]. Consequently, the IM
speed estimate can be tuned through the proportional plus integral controller driven by
the error signal proportional to the angular displacement between the rotor flux estimates
which are generated by the reference and adjustable models of the MRAS(u-i). The MRAS(u-i)

schematic diagram is presented in Figure 2.

t1∫
0

[(
εαΨ

e(i)
2β − εβΨ

e(i)
2α

)
(ωm −ωe

m)
]

dt ≥ −γ2
0 (20)

Φ1
(
εα, εβ

)
= K2

(
εβΨ

e(i)
2α − εαΨ

e(i)
2β

)
(21)

Φ2
(
εα, εβ

)
= K1

(
εβΨ

e(i)
2α − εαΨ

e(i)
2β

)
(22)

where γ0 is a positive constant and K1 and K2 stand for the adaptation mechanism gain constants.
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the MRAS(u-i).

Since the rotor flux current model (13) involves the rotor time constant, the rotor
flux estimate is inherently affected by the mismatch between the rotor equivalent circuit
parameters and the actual rotor impedance. Therefore, to maintain the high precision of the
IM MRAS-based speed estimator during transients or cycling load changes, its reference
and adjustable models should be either insensitive to the rotor impedance variability that
occurs with the slip frequency changes or capable of accurately modelling this variability.
Thus, a promising candidate for the MRAS adjustable model is the rotor flux voltage–
current model (6)–(8) formulated on the IM space vector model where the rotor impedance
variability is modelled by the N parallel connected branches of the series rotor equivalent
resistance and leakage inductance. In this case, the rotor flux voltage model (11) can be
used as the MRAS reference model since it does not involve the rotor resistance and so
its sensitivity to the rotor impedance variability related to the skin effect in rotor bars is
basically limited. This configuration of the MRAS-based speed estimator will be marked as
the MRAS(u-ui) throughout the paper.

The equality of the rotor flux estimates generated by the voltage model (11) and the
voltage–current model (6)–(8) driven by the actual IM speed can be expressed as follows:

Ψ
e(u)
2s = Ψ

e(ui)
2s (ωm) = Lσ2T

N

∑
n=1

Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)s(ωm)

Lσ2(n)
(23)

Then, the state error equation between the estimates of these rotor flux models, where
the IM speed estimate drives the voltage–current model, can be expressed in the analogous
form as shown in (16):
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d
dt

[
ε′α
ε′β

]
= Lσ2T

N
∑

n=1

1
Lσ2(n)

[
− 1

T2(n)
−ωm

ωm − 1
T2(n)

][
ε′(n)α
ε′(n)β

]
+

+Lσ2T
N
∑

n=1

1
Lσ2(n)

−Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)β

(ωe
m)

Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)α(ω

e
m)

 (ωm −ωe
m)

(24)

ε′α = Ψ
e(u)
2α −Ψ

e(ui)
2α (ωe

m) (25)

ε′β = Ψ
e(u)
2β −Ψ

e(ui)
2β (ωe

m) (26)

ε′(n)α = Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)α(ωm)−Ψ

e(ui)
2(n)α(ω

e
m) (27)

ε′(n)β = Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)β

(ωm)−Ψ
e(ui)
2(n)β

(ωe
m) (28)

Therefore, the adaptation mechanism designed for the MRAS(u-i) in [4] can be adopted
to the MRAS(u-ui). Then, the adaptation mechanism functions take the following forms:

Φ′1
(
ε′α, ε′β

)
= K2

(
ε′βΨ

e(ui)
2α − ε′αΨ

e(ui)
2β

)
(29)

Φ′2
(
ε′α, ε′β

)
= K1

(
ε′βΨ

e(ui)
2α − ε′αΨ

e(ui)
2β

)
. (30)

The prime symbol is added to the adaptation mechanism functions and the state
error Equations (24)–(30) in order to distinguish them from the ones developed in [4]. The
schematic diagram of the MRAS(u-ui) is presented in Figure 3.
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4. Experimental Results

The performance of the devised MRAS(u-ui) was verified experimentally on the CR and
SR IMs, the rated parameters of which are listed in Appendix A (Table A1). The description,
schematic diagram, and picture (Figure A2) of the laboratory test bench are included in
Appendix B. The first stage of the studies was devoted to identifying the equivalent circuit
parameters for the tested IMs. During this stage, the stator root-mean-square voltages and
currents and stator active power, winding temperature, and rotor speed were measured
under the no-load, locked rotor and load curve tests carried out according to the standard
procedures [43,44]. Then the verification studies of the MRAS(u-ui) performance were
conducted. At this stage, the instantaneous stator voltages and currents and stator winding
temperature and rotor speed were measured under the specified load condition of the
tested IMs.
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4.1. Identification of the Equivalent Circuit Parameters

The equivalent circuit parameters of the tested CR and SR IMs are presented in
Appendix A (Tables A2 and A3). The parameter sets denoted by Set B1 and Set D1 for
the T-type equivalent circuit of the CR and SR IMs, respectively, were identified according
to the procedure described in [43] and were based on the no-load and load curve tests.
Other sets of the T-type equivalent circuit parameters were additionally employed in the
verification studies to further improve their reliability. These parameters were identified
using Method 4 described in [44], relying on the no-load, locked rotor, and rated load tests,
and are denoted by Set B2 and Set D2.

The data gathered under the load curve tests served to determine the inductance
frequency characteristics of the tested IMs. These characteristics were then used as the
reference characteristics in the identification process of the IM equivalent circuit parameters
where the rotor impedance is modelled by more than one (N > 1) parallel connected branch
of the series rotor equivalent resistance and leakage inductance. The identification process
was conducted in line with the procedure presented in [38]. The adopted criterion assumed
the approximation of the reference characteristic modulus with an error not exceeding 2%
and 5% for the CR and SR IMs, respectively, in the considered range of slip frequencies.
This range corresponded to the load current adjustment range from the no-load current
to around 1.75 of the IM rated current. The criterion also imposed a possible minimum
approximation error of the reference characteristic argument and a minimum number N
of parallel connected branches in the rotor equivalent circuit. The approximation of the
reference characteristics satisfying the adopted criterion was achieved by the IM space
vector model with two (N = 2) parallel connected branches in the rotor equivalent circuit
for both tested IMs. The parameters of these models are marked by Set B3 and Set D3 for
the CR and SR IMs, respectively (Tables A2 and A3).

Figures 4 and 5 present the inductance frequency characteristics of the CR and SR IMs,
respectively, where the approximative characteristics determined on the IM space vector
models with one and two parallel connected branches in the rotor equivalent circuit are
included as well. These figures also present the modulus relative errors and the argument
absolute errors between the reference and approximative characteristics.
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Figure 5. The SR IM inductance frequency characteristic and its approximation by the space vector
models: (a) modulus; (b) argument; (c) modulus relative errors; and (d) argument relative errors.
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The data obtained from the load curve tests additionally serve to determine the current
slip characteristics of the tested IMs which are presented in Figure A1 (Appendix A).
These characteristics indicate the slip frequency ranges considered under the parameter
identification process for the space vector models including the rotor deep-bar effect and
under the verification tests of the MRAS-based speed estimators’ performance.

4.2. Verification of the Performance of the MRAS(u-ui)

The conducted studies were mainly focused on verifying the performance of the
devised MRAS(u-ui) under the rotor impedance variability that occurs with slip frequency
changes. For this reason, the experimental tests were carried out in an open-loop drive
system without speed feedback. Using this system, the slip frequency changes were forced
by the load torque step command and resulted in load current changes up to 1.50 times
that of the IM rated current. These tests were conducted at several IM supply frequencies,
but only the results at the nominal supply frequency are included in the paper since the
comparable speed estimation precision was obtained by considering estimators at all of the
selected supply frequencies.

The speed estimation precision obtained by the devised MRAS(u-ui) underwent evalu-
ation. Two configurations of this estimator were considered: formulated on the IM space
vector models with the rotor impedance modelled by one (N = 1) or more than one (N > 1)
parallel connected branches of the series rotor equivalent resistance and leakage inductance.
The speed estimation precision achieved by the MRAS(u-i) developed in [4] served as the ref-
erence. The evaluation was carried out based on the relative errors between the measured
and estimated speeds (31). To better assess the tested MRAS-speed estimators’ performance,
the maximal and mean relative errors of the speed estimation were additionally determined
according to Equations (32) and (33), respectively,

∆ωe
m =

ωm −ωe
m

ωm
100 % (31)

max|∆ωe
m| = max

∣∣∣∣ωm −ωe
m

ωm
100 %

∣∣∣∣ (32)

M|∆ωe
m| =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ωm,i −ωe
m,i

ωm,i
100 %

∣∣∣∣∣ (33)

where: ωm,i and ωe
m,i are the ith samples of the measured and estimated speeds, respec-

tively, and n is the number of samples.
The proportional K1 and integral K2 gains for the PI controllers of the considered

MRAS-based speed estimators were adjusted experimentally by satisfying the compro-
mise between the stable speed estimation, the possible low amplification of noise in
speed estimates, and the possible fast rate of convergence between the components of
the adaptation mechanism functions, i.e., Ψ _ e(u)

2α Ψ
e(i)

2β and Ψ
e(u)

2β Ψ
e(i)

2α for the MRAS(u-i)

and Ψ
e(u)

2α Ψ
e(ui)

2β and Ψ
e(u)

2β Ψ
e(ui)

2α for the MRAS(u-ui). The required rate of convergence of
the adaption mechanism functions’ components was achieved for proportional K1 and
integral K2 gains equal to or greater than 2 and 10, respectively, for both tested IMs; further
increasing the integral gain K2 led to the reduction of speed estimation errors. Increasing
the proportional gain above 2 had no significant effect on the speed estimation precision
when the integral gain was sufficiently high. Use of a low proportional gain limited the
amplification of noise in speed estimates. Figures A3 and A4 (Appendix C) present the com-
ponents of the adaptation mechanism functions returned by the MRAS(u-i) and MRAS(u-ui),
with the speed estimates shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The fast rate of convergence
between these components confirms that the PI controller gains were properly adjusted.
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Figure 6a presents the measured speed of the CR IM together with the speed estimates
obtained by the tested MRAS-based speed estimators. The relative errors of the speed
estimation are shown in Figure 6b. Table 1 lists the maximal and mean relative speed
estimation errors. Figure 6 includes the speed estimates obtained by the MRAS(u-i) and
MRAS(u-ui) when the Set B1 T-type equivalent circuit parameters were applied. The use of
this parameter set allowed for a more accurate speed estimation compared to when the Set
B2 parameters Set B2 were employed (Table 1).

Table 1. Maximum and mean relative errors (%) of the speed estimation for the tested CR IM.

Speed Estimator MRAS(u-i), N = 1 MRAS(u-ui), N = 1 MRAS(u-ui), N = 2

Equivalent circuit
parameter set Set B1 Set B2 Set B1 Set B2 Set B3

max|∆ωe
m| 0.5173 0.7709 0.3481 0.6053 0.3418

M|∆ω e
m| 0.1735 0.1935 0.0793 0.2158 0.0799

All three of the MRAS-based speed estimators that were considered enabled the speed
estimation of the CR IM with relative errors not exceeding ±1% in the studied range of
slip frequencies (Figure 6 and Table 1). This fact can be associated with the accuracy of the
inductance frequency characteristic approximation by the characteristics that resulted from
the adopted IM space vector models (Figure 4). In practice, the accuracy was comparable
for both IM space vector models, which included either one (N = 1) or two (N = 2) parallel
branches in the rotor equivalent circuit, no matter which parameter set of the T-type
equivalent circuit was used in the former (Set B1 or Set B2). However, the slightly better
performance of the MRAS(u-ui) relative to the MRAS(u-i) was noticeable under the full load
(Figure 6).

Figure 7a presents the measured and estimated speed of the SR IM, whilst Figure 7b
includes the speed estimation relative errors. The maximal and mean relative errors
of the speed estimation for the SR IM are presented in Table 2. In this case, the better
performance of the MRAS(u-i) was achieved with the Set D2 T-type equivalent circuit
parameters whereas the MRAS(u-ui) enabled a more precise speed estimation with the Set
D1 parameters (Table 2).

Table 2. Maximum and mean relative errors (%) of the speed estimation for the tested SR IM.

Speed Estimator MRAS(u-i), N = 1 MRAS(u-ui), N = 1 MRAS(u-ui), N = 2

Equivalent circuit
parameter set Set D1 Set D2 Set D1 Set D2 Set D3

max|∆ωe
m| >100 9.4321 6.3380 7.5058 1.3520

M|∆ω e
m| >100 3.7889 1.9094 3.4092 0.3564

The speed estimates generated by the MRAS(u-i) and MRAS(u-ui), developed on the
space vector model with the rotor impedance modelled by the single branch of the series
equivalent resistance and leakage inductance, were fraught with errors reaching 9.4321%
and 6.3380%, 7.5058%, respectively, depending on the parameter set used (Figure 7 and Ta-
ble 2). Since the PI controllers of the MRAS-based speed estimators guaranteed the fast rate
of convergence between the adaptation mechanism functions’ components (Figure A4a,b),
these errors should be related to the inaccurate approximation of the tested SR IM induc-
tance frequency characteristic in the considered range of slip frequencies (Figure 5). It
also should be noted that the MRAS(u-i) employing the Set D1 parameters did not provide
the correct speed estimation when the tested SR IM operated under load. Under these
conditions, the speed estimation relative errors exceeded 100% (Figure 7 and Table 2) and
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the convergence between the adaptation mechanism functions’ components could not be
achieved for any gain levels of the MRAS(u-i) PI controller.

The assumed approximation accuracy of the inductance frequency characteristic of
the tested SR IM was obtained by the IM space vector model with two parallel con-
nected branches of the series equivalent resistance and leakage inductance. The use of the
MRAS(u-ui) devised on such a model translated into a much more precise speed estimation.
This configuration of the MRAS(u-ui) enabled a speed estimation with relative errors not
exceeding ±1.5% across the whole considered slip frequency range (Figure 7 and Table 2).

5. Conclusions

The investigated MRAS-based speed estimators were tested using open-loop con-
trolled CR and SR IMs operated under the slip frequency changes corresponding to load
current changes of up to 1.50 times that of the rated current (Figure A1). The studied slip
frequency range was set on purpose to reliably verify the performance of the considered
MRAS-based speed estimators under the rotor impedance variability that occurs with the
slip frequency changes. These tests indicated the potential industrial applications of the
devised speed estimator.

The MRAS-based speed estimators, which were formulated on the IM space vector
models with either one (N = 1) or two (N = 2) parallel connected branches in the rotor
equivalent circuit, enabled a comparable speed estimation precision for the tested CR IM.
Therefore, there is no need for the design B IMs to employ the speed estimator developed
on the IM space vector model where the rotor impedance is modelled by more than one
branch of the series rotor equivalent resistance and leakage reactance.

The superiority of the MRAS(u-ui) formulated on the IM space vector model with
two (N = 2) parallel connected branches in the rotor equivalent circuit became evident for
the speed estimation of the SR IM. Such a motor is characterized by significantly greater
changes in slip frequency with load current changes compared to the CR IM (Figure A1).
Therefore, modelling of the rotor impedance variability by the single branch of the series
rotor equivalent resistance and leakage inductance can be insufficient in the case of high-slip
IMs. The devised MRAS(u-ui) can be confidently employed in the speed-sensorless state
monitoring system for open-loop controlled design D IMs.
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Appendix A

The rated parameters of the tested CR and SR IMs are listed in Table A1. Tables A2
and A3 present the equivalent circuit parameters of the CR and SR IMs, respectively.
Figure A1 presents the current slip characteristics of the tested IMs determined on the data
derived under the load curve tests.
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Table A1. The rated parameters of the tested CR and SR IMs.

Rating Unit CR IM SR IM

Stator voltage volt (V) 400 (wye) 400 (wye)

Stator frequency hertz (Hz) 50 50

Stator current ampere (A) 4.50 2.85

Torque newton meter (N·m) 15.5 5.9

Rotational speed revolutions per minute (r/m) 1450 1275

Table A2. The equivalent circuit parameter sets of the tested CR IM. The resistances were corrected
to the reference winding temperature of 25 ◦C.

Equivalent Circuit
Parameter Set

L1σ
(H)

Lm
(H)

R2(1)
(Ω)

Lσ2(1)
(H)

R2(2)
(Ω)

Lσ2(2)
(H)

Set B1 0.0153 0.5000 1.5687 0.0231 – –

Set B2 0.0147 0.5041 1.6973 0.0219 – –

Set B3 0.0176 0.4875 2.0812 0.0143 6.9916 0.2146

Table A3. The equivalent circuit parameter sets of the tested SR IM. The individual resistances
correspond to the average stator winding temperature of 52 ◦C registered under the load curve test.

Equivalent Circuit
Parameter Set

L1σ
(H)

Lm
(H)

R2(1)
(Ω)

Lσ2(1)
(H)

R2(2)
(Ω)

Lσ2(2)
(H)

Set D1 0.0847 0.4526 8.3139 0.1106 – –

Set D2 0.0464 0.5168 16.0648 0.0464 – –

Set D3 0.0224 0.5018 17.4053 0.0826 19.9513 1.1704
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Appendix B

The tested IMs were powered by the programmable AC source AMETEK Model:
3001iX. The programmable electronic load ZSAC4244—H&H GmbH was used to control the
armature current of the separately excited DC machine to generate the load torque under the
load curve tests and the verification studies of the investigated estimators’ performance. The
National Instruments USB-6255 high-resolution, multifunction I/O device was employed
for data acquisition (DAQ); its configuration and measurement data acquisition were
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carried out with the use of the National Instruments LabView software. Processing of
the measurement data and visualisation of the research results were conducted in the
MatLab environment.
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Figure A2. A schematic diagram and picture of the laboratory test bench: 1—tested IM;
2—programmable AC source AMETEK 3001iX; 3—programmable electronic load ZSAC4244;
4—DAQ.

Appendix C

Figures A3 and A4 present the components of the adaptation mechanism functions in
the synchronous rotating frame returned by the selected configurations of the MRAS-based
speed estimators together with the speed estimates included in the main text of the paper.
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